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Amalus Gravitational Theory 
 

Amal Raju 
 

How to Be Gravity  

Opposite Force of Gravity 

 

Abstract: Gravity it is a force all objects attracting earth by the force of gravity in earth all areas have gravity by the shape of round. 

How to produce gravity? How to reduce gravity? How to opposite force of gravity? These are Main 3 points of gravity. The mass is 

gravity more mass have more gravity force earth attracting all thinks there mass earth mass> object mass (1/2) gas pulling to earth and 

forcing gravity.  
 

1. Introduction 
 

Gravity is a force this force make stand objects in earth 

how the gravity produce where from gravity force where 

the gravity forcing what is opposite force these 4 focusing 

this theory gravity has main; elements for see in front of 

general. 

 

1) Round 

2) Rotation, rotation make round  

3) Atmosphere/gas (seeing only) 

4) Travel  

 

It focusing atmosphere force /gas pressure  

 

Air (mix of gas) is also atmosphere; mix of gas‟s and sum 

scurry. The scurry is not pressure, the gas is pressure to 

earth, and inside atmosphere any object the gas also 

pressure that object and any hole in atmosphere gas 

traying to fill there  

 

Description 1: atmosphere pressure/gas pressure 

 

Earth has atmosphere. Atmosphere has all gases and 

scurry. They all are attracted to earth by their base weight. 

The gasses all time pressuring to earth by condition of 

weight and also they "trying to freedom from gravity"  
 

All planets have atmosphere and atmosphere pressure and 

also stars have atmosphere and pressure. And other some 

rock ulka and some blast etc... Have just small gravity?... 

all gravity have planets and any think they have 

atmosphere with any gases and there shape is round and 

they are rotating 

Rotation 

Round these 3 are main facts of gravity  

Atmosphere 

 

Earth and moon compare, moon has less atmosphere so 

the moon has less gravity  

 

The „space is vaccum' because any gases and scurry 

and anything attract there near big mass like any 

planet etc... And also joining that gases and scurry rocks 

etc.. And make new gravity by if anything rotates. That is 

the low of universe (rotation) 

 

The gas is all-time pressuring to earth. The more weight 

has gas more close and more pressure to earth. That base 

is weight. The gas/ atmosphere pressuring to earth any 

object inside the atmosphere that object the 

atmosphere pulling to earth. And also the speed 

determine by the condition of object weight size (stone, 

paratute, papper) 

 

The object to object the gas pressure is also defrnd, 

because there atomic weight and size. The weight is equal 

to atomic weight and molecular distance 

 

2. Experiment  
 

Amalus Bottle Water Gas/Air Experiment 

Outfit 

1- 1 litter bottle 3. Same size  

2- 1 litter water, petrol, diesel  

3- Lamb 

4- Timer  

5- Weight  

 

Test  

Take 1 litter water, petrol, and diesel in bottles 

Bottle height is 25 cm  

 

One bottle bottom to top 5 c.m height one socket tic by 

nail (small) and stand there nail. The taps not open. Then 

the nail leaves then look to bottle. What see? The water 

does not flow outside?  

 

Then next step the tap open from bottle then look at now 

the water will flow outside with speed and force. How? 

"That is gas pressure" 

 

So the time of close the tap why the water will not flow 

outside? Because closed bottle inside water does not affect 

gas pressure. Why the earths not attract that water by 

the way of socket? So the earth attraction is not (only) 

gravity. Then open that bottle when the water will flow 

out by the socket way, that mean gas pressure is gravity 

(one fact) and repeat and repeat it  

 

Hole /topside tap size  

In the case of tap hole size is big or small the gas pressure 

is same not the condition of hole size. For flow to outside 

the water just one small perforation is need for the tap 

side.  

 

Socket size bottom 

But in the bottom side the socket size affecting. If big 

socket the water will flow out by the tap open or not. 

Small socket is only possible why? If big size socket also 
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the earth attraction is not affect there. by the gas 

attraction is also affect their side to pressure inside to 

socket light is only travel straight-line but the gas is 

travel in any line any way that is the reason of big socket 

flow. Bottom to tap also the gas will pressure, if 

anywhere the gas not have the gas will trying to fill 

there like without atmosphere pressure the hot water 

trying to make hot anywhere have the cold water in same 

beaker (majority affect there)  

 

 

 
In draw 2 the tap is open so the water will flow to out by 

the way of socket “that mean the earth attraction is not 

gravity so the gas pressure is gravity (earth not produce 

gravity (direct)) 

 

 
If the socket is big the bottle tap open or not the water will 

flow to out. It back earth attraction is not if the tap close 

also the gas pressure to the way of big socket and then the 

water flow out not the earth attraction 

 

 

 

3. Experiment Part 2  
 

GAS pressure is gravity “where the gas/air pressuring” 

 
3-diesel 

Same bottle 

1 liter Diesel weight=820g 

First open the tap distance diesel flow= 19c.m  
The time for stopping the diesel flow=6.40 minute  

The deferent‟s between water and diesel petrol. Water is 

some mix but the diesel and petrol only have those pure 

atomic molecules 

 

1-The top side „hole size is big or small perforation‟ 

anyway the gas pressure is same  

2-The bottom side „socket size is small or big the water 

only flow to out by the gas reach inside bottle. If socket 

small, the tap open then only the water out. if socket big, 

tap open or not that socket way the gas move to inside 

bottle and water flow to out  

3-if the height decrease the water flow distance will 

decrease also the width increase the water flow distance 

will decrease  

 

 
Socket height 5c.m (balance water) “if 1 liter upside” have 

the water flow is more distance”  
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Socket height 7c.m (balance water) “if 1 liter upside have” 

the water flow is less distance”  

 

These two draws socket upside have 1 liter water. But the 

distance flow of water change. Because the area p to q 

(10c.m) pressuring gas in water is more “gas pressure 

down‟ to water” (earth). The height is less so the far side 

to pressure is less socket is right side but the water have 

10c,m so the down pressure of gas make less‟ distance 

water flow. the gas pressure so the water focusing to 

socket, reason is the gas also water more down to 

pressure.  

 

 
 

Weight  

 

The height, tap, socket, size anyway the weight/atomic 

weight are main mater  

 

Gas pressure amount decided by the quantity of 

water/atomic weight. 

 

If The tap hole size is perforation the gas pressure is same 

because the gas is pressuring atomic weight  

 

Water 

 

Water weight is 1 kg density is  

 

First More distance water flow, that reason is more weight 

compared to petrol diesel  

 Weight decided by molecular distance with atomic 

weight.  

 Less time 5.20 taken to complete water flow because 

of the atomic weight is more. Atomic weight Is more 

so the gas is more close and force and fast to water and 

complete fast  

 Gas is also atom so the gas is pressuring to atomic 

weight by molecular joining  

 

Petrol 

Weight-720 

Density-950 

 The petrol weight <water weight so  

The first petrol flow‟ distance< water flow  

The time‟ take for complete > water. Because atomic 

weight, weight is less compared to water so the gas 

pressure is less force and less speed. Petrol is more jelly 

(VISCID) compared to water. So the last time. Time 

more take  

 

Diesel 

Weight-820 

Density 

Diesel weight  

Diesel is also same to petrol and also jelly condition is 

have in diesel  

 

Liquid with jelly (viscid) 

 

Petrol and diesel some „viscid‟  

That mean the gravity more they love there exist. And for 

there exist they trying to join viscid and cannot outside 

 

Finishing time the gas pressure is same but the “atomic 

weight is less and that balance part join to fight 

opposite to gas pressure” so last time, more time taken 

to finish and some balance have (height. socket to 

stopping flow) 

 

Weight is more; the gas down pull to water (also to 

earth) is more quantity. e.g. 1 KG weight the gas pull 1 

kg more pressure to down (1 kg down pressure) 

 

And then weight decrease, the gas is same, pressure is 

same, but the down pull weight is less e.g. 100g, gas 

pressure to down (100g down pressure only )  

 

“Gas is always pressure, but gas with atomic weight 

join then down pressure is the main gravity”  

 

Gas pressure + atomic weight= gravity force 

 

There for the gas pressuring is to atomic weight  

 

  

4. Experiment Part 3 
 

Solids gas pressure with atomic weight  

Solids also facing gas pressure  

 

 
These two are solids weight is same but the size is 

different 

 

The cardboard affecting gas pressure is more area p to q 

and the stone affecting gas pressure is small area a to b but 

the pressure is same how? Because the gas is pressuring 

atomic weight.  
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Cardboard molecular „distance‟ more and „atom weight‟ is 

less so the size is more 

 

The gas pressure is “going molecule to molecule” by 

transfer atoms. Weight is transfer. Like heat transfer atom 

to atom in a steel/iron “Waves Transfer“  

 

And sound transfer iron etc…  

“Transfer is big matter of gravity”  

 

So size is large or small the gas pressure is same gas 

pressuring to object atomic weight total  

50 g cardboard and 50 g stone gas pressure is same  

 

So the liquid or solid the gas is pressuring to atomic 

weight  

Gas pressure + atomic weight=gravity force  

 

Without gas how the gravity? By amalus……  

 

Opposite force of gravity  

Atmosphere have by gas  

Gas pressure is gravity so the opposite force of gravity 

will opposite to gas  

Gas pressuring down to earth they weight basis  

 

All time and always opposite to gravity two thinks have 

“fire and heat” and also they stand only overhead 

Fire need oxygen to blaze fire is all time opposite to 

gravity. Fire produce two thinks one light and other heat 

but heat not compulsory to produce light and fire  

 

Deferent‟s b/w fire and heat fire attract oxygen so the fire 

only opposite to oxygen without oxygen the fire not work  

Fire work with oxygen and opposite to all gas‟s  

Wire inside have more heat and fire is heat and near is 

heat  

 

But in the place heat. heat no need of oxygen, all gas‟s the 

heat will fight to opposite  

The heat will work all gas‟s and without gas  

So the heat is opposite force of gravity and gas pressure  

 

Also „to space travel and space travel using fire and heat  

 

Cold air will more close to earth because of weight and 

hot air go to upward because of heat make weight 

decreases hot air balloon is also use hot air  

In any object have heat that are opposite to gravity  

Eg. Ice-heat-water-heat-weeper-heat- then air will 

opposite to gravity  

Same like any other object solid, liquid, gas will heat heat 

and last will opposite to gravity (heat affecting all 

opposite)  

ash etc.. balance that not go but then more heat that will 

go  

 

 

 

 
 

5. Main points  
 

Gravity 

It is a force all objects attracting by earth. Every planet 

have gravity  

1) Gas pressure to earth, earth also have atomic weight 

every object make from atom. that atmosphere inside 

any object have the gas pressuring to earth inside that 

object will down to earth. 

2) Big mass attracting small mass‟s if earth with moon 

that will crash  

3) And moon‟s weight stand moon exist  

4) The gas is pressuring not the size of objects gas is 

pressuring atomic weight  

5) Without gas how the gravity and also same speed b/w 

different objects ? 

6) Gas pressure is gravity so the opposite force of gravity 

is fire /heat  

7) Without gas how the opposite force gravity? 

8) Gas pressure+atomic weight= gravity force  

9) Which gas is more force that like their weight oxygen 

is main earth other planets other gas‟s  

10) Gravitational transfer, weight transfer by atoms gravity 

transfer by atoms  

11) All atoms transfer gravitational waves but in the case 

of gas‟s is more concentrable  

 

6. Conclusion 
 

1) What is gravity? Gravity is a force it produces by 

which way? How it affect  

2) Gas pressure is gravity but without gas how the 

gravity, which gas is more force to earth  

3) gravity also transferring object in the gas pressure 

transfer by atoms  

4) The gas is pressuring atomic weight the fire and heat 

opposite to work and opposite to gravity force heat is 

main opposite force of gravity because heat work with 

without oxygen  

5) Air (mix of gas) is also atmosphere; mix of gas‟s and 

sum scurry. The scurry is not pressure, the gas is 

pressure to earth, and inside atmosphere any object the 

gas also pressure that object and any hole in 

atmosphere gas trying to fill there  

6) In the case “scurry storm” that is also force from air 

temperature change  

7) Gas‟s is only possible to forcing to atomic weight 

(inside pressure)  

8) Waves passing (without gas how the gravity by 

amalus) I will show. 

9) One stone upside other stone that was general force 

also that face gas pressure  
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 How to produce  

 Where from  

 To where 

 Opposite force  

 Zero gravity 

 Gravitational waves. seeing in front of ice  

 

 And all clarify continue……. 
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 Sir: it is my gravitational theory 15% part. If you 

support maximum (money with news) we will make 

zero gravity etc... I want support.  

 Sir my life one ambition is making and clear answers 

my questions and doubts i stopped my plus two 

second year for thinking and then join degree but I 

not go to college. I stopped one more time for 

thinking  

 Bank account no. 0530053000003005 

 Zero gravity „harry potter game‟ 

 Zero gravity „basketball court‟ 

 Zero gravity „football stadium‟ 

 Zero gravity „forest‟ 

  

 1-water go to the under of earth  

 2-escape velocity 

 3-incoming velocity 

 4-opposite force of gravity 

 5-difrend weight in different objects 

 6-in empty gas/air same speed b/w different weight 

objects 

 7-tide  

 8-tidnes 

 9-how to make gravity (very simple) 

 10-how to make zero gravity (very simple) 

 11-how to be the universe  

 12-simple and powerful equation 

 And 5 think balance  

 All my theory “fact thinks” direct from nature "god"  

 MY MARRIAGE FROM SPACE HONEYMOON 

FROM MOON SUBJECT TELL ALL (NEWS) 

 AIRCRAFT GO TO SPACE PART HAVE  

 I WANT MONEY  

 Please support my challenge you tub: “amalus 

gravitational theory” 

 Without support and news I never support if you 

support if you want pick me  

 Mc^2 converted to continuation speed I want study  

 How to make Gulliver kingkong dinosaur I want study  

 Please support me sir  

 One task to scientist food department  

  Food have any poison that poison inform any object 

make (food attack affected my health “I have no writing 

habit minute to minute SPOT time thinks and theory 

making ” , outside food i stop then I 50%recover) 

 Money come then 30 days after, minute to minute 

thinks if you want I show  

 And also possible to maybe show my superpower  

 If you want touch my protection theory minimum I want 

1 lack army with 300 aircraft  

 And any question to universe i will make answer with 

reason 

 And any want in the universe i will make (my thinks 

and theory‟s) 
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